Cycle parking in the Hythe and Dibden central areas
A snapshot as at May 2021
1. Cycle Stands at the Promenade, Hythe. There is plenty of room around them for cargo bikes, etc, and for
heavily laden touring cycles. Close proximity of the litter bin is useful.

2. Cycle Parking outside Waitrose, Hythe. The cycle parking stands were removed from the proximity of
Waitrose some time ago and repositioned opposite Lloyds bank in The Marsh. This allowed easier
movement for pedestrians on the footway but more inconvenient for cyclists visiting Waitrose and some
cyclist still park outside, where the racks used to be visible from the shop’s inside and from other local shops.
(This is not true for the cycle stands now in The Marsh opposite the entrance to Lloyds Bank.)

3. Cycle Parking in The Marsh, Hythe
The spaces between the stands is only just adequate for the use by heavily laden touring cycles. Some
panniers can protrude by a greater distance than those in the picture The height of the stands is good for
such cycles.

The Marsh (cont.) …… The stands are long enough for the good support of heavily laden touring cycles and there is
plenty of room around the stands to support cargo bikes, etc. The passing general public also does not impinge of
the ability of cyclists to move cycles due to the space behind the stands. There is a dropped kerb close to Lloyds
bank which can be seen in the background. The weekly market takes place in this area and the area around the
stands is filled with market stalls and the shopping public.

4. Cycle Parking at the Library, Hythe. Plenty of room between the stands for cargo bikes, etc. and also room
to the front for the front wheel and behind the stands for the public to pass without impinging on the ability
to move the cycles. Room behind the stands is useful for cyclists to stand behind and around the cycle to
load panniers, put children in trailers, and carry out other activities.

5. Cycle Parking alongside the bakers, The Marsh, Hythe. Public are separated from cyclists. Room between
the stands for heavily laden touring cycles and cycles are supported by a long stand with room to the rear.
Adjacent kerb heights are slightly uneven.

6. Cycle Parking close to the Ferry, High Street, Hythe. Unfortunate positioning over surface water gulley; risk
of dropping items through the grating. Otherwise, good position in not affecting the passing public. Edge of
pedestrian shopping area position for visibility and monitoring. Stand width allows heavily laden tourist
cycles to be secured. Convenient location for touring cyclists via Hythe ferry and on National Cycle Route 2,
(Dover to Cornwall). Easy stand access to front and rear. Room for cargo bikes, etc.

7. Cycle Parking at Lidl,
Hythe. This cycle stand
is at the rear of the
supermarket and not
sign posted and is out of
sight from anywhere in
the shop. It is near New
Rd and slightly
vulnerable (theftwise) as
out of sight of the shop.
There is plenty of room
to the front of the
stands for cargo bikes,
etc.

Second Stand at Lidl. This stand is tucked
away out of sight adjacent New Rd, is under
cover and visible from inside the supermarket.
There are a total of 10 stands at Lidl. Plenty of
room around the stands for cargo bikes, etc,
with no problem of obstructing passing
shoppers.

8. Cycle Parking at Grove House. The circular cycle stands are long enough for touring cycles, etc, with plenty
of room between the stands for cargo bikes and similar.

